The aim of a number of psychophysics tasks is to uncover how mammals make decisions in a world that is in flux. Here we examine the characteristics of ideal and near-ideal observers in a task of this type. We ask when and how performance depends on task parameters and design, and, in turn, what observer performance tells us about their decisionmaking process. In the dynamic clicks task subjects hear two streams (left and right) of Poisson clicks with different rates.
models and their approximations are low-dimensional and computationally tractable. This makes the task well-suited to the analysis of data in high-throughput experiments (Brunton et al., 2013) . Piet et al. (2018) have extended the clicks task to a dynamic environment to understand how animals adjust their evidence accumulation strategies when older evidence decreases in relevance. Glaze et al. (2015) carried out a similar study in an extension of the RDMD task.
Both studies concluded that subjects are capable of implementing evidence accumulation strategies that adapt to the timescale of the environment.
However, identifying the specific strategy subjects use to solve a decision task can be difficult because different strategies can lead to similar observed outcomes (Ratcliff and McKoon, 2008 ). How to set task parameters to best identify a subject's evidence accumulation strategy has not been studied systematically, especially in dynamic environments (Ratcliff et al., 2016) . Here, we focus on the dynamic clicks task and aim to understand what task parameters (or combinations of parameters) determine performance, and under what conditions different strategies can be identified. In the dynamic clicks task, two streams of auditory clicks are presented simultaneously to a subject, one stream per 1 We will use the phrases 'optimal model, ' 'optimal observer, ' 'normative model, ' and 'ideal observer' interchangeably, as they refer to the best possible model for a given set of task and observation constraints.
ear (Piet et al., 2018; Brunton et al., 2013) . Each click train is generated by a Markov-modulated Poisson process (Fischer and Meier-Hellstern, 1992 ) whose click arrival rates switch between two possible values (λ low vs. λ high ). The two streams have distinct rates which switch at discrete points in time according to a memoryless process with hazard rate h. Thus streams played in different ears always have distinct rates (λ L (t ) λ R (t )). The subject must choose the stream with highest instantaneous rate when interrogated at a time T , which ends the trial. Switches occur at random times that are not signaled to the subjects, who must therefore base their decision on the observed sequences of Poisson clicks alone. The rate h at which the environment changes is a latent variable that needs to be learned for optimal performance. In this study, however, our observer models always use a constant rate of change for their environment 2 .
We analyze the normative model of the dynamic clicks task to shed light on how its response accuracy depends on task parameters, as this is a measure commonly used when fitting to behavioral data (Piet et al., 2018) . As shown in Section 2, the ideal observer accumulates evidence from each click to update their log likelihood ratio (LLR) of the two choices. Each click corresponds to a pulsatile increase or decrease in the LLR. Importantly, evidence must be discounted at a rate that accounts for the timescale of environmental changes.
The main goal of this work is to identify how task parameters shape an ideal observer's response accuracy, and the identifiability of evidence accumulation models. We find effective parameters that can be fixed to keep the accuracy of the ideal observer constant. 3 One such parameter is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the clicks during a single epoch between changes and the other is hT , the trial length T rescaled by the hazard rate h. These two parameters fully determine the accuracy of an optimal observer interrogated at the end of the trial (Section 3), as well as response accuracy conditioned on the time since the final change point of a trial (Section 4). While the normative model determines the optimal strategy, subjects may also use heuristics or approximations that are potentially simpler to implement. The accuracy of approximate models may also be more sensitive to parameter changes, so fitting procedures converge more rapidly. As an example we consider a linear model, which has been previously fit to data from subjects performing dynamic decision tasks (Piet et al., 2018; Glaze et al., 2015) , and has also been studied as an approximation to normative evidence accumulation (Veliz-Cuba et al., 2016) . To obtain response accuracy close to that of the normative model, the discounting rate of the linear model needs to be tuned for different click rates and the hazard rates (Section 5). In contrast, the discounting rate in the normative model equals the hazard rate. Moreover, the linear model's accuracy is more sensitive to changes in its evidence-discounting parameter than the nonlinear model. This effect is most pronounced at intermediate SNR values, suggesting a task parameter range where the two models can be distinguished.
Lastly, we ask how model parameters can be inferred from subject responses. Using maximum likelihood fits of the models to choice data, we show that the fit discounting parameters are closer to the true parameter in the linear model compared to the nonlinear model (Section 6). This is expected, since the response accuracy of the nonlinear model depends weakly on its discounting parameter. We also explore the impact of the loss function on model fitting, and show that in the presence of sensory noise using a 0/1-loss function results in a systematic bias in parameter recovery (Section 7).
Ultimately, our findings point to ways of identifying task parameters for which subjects' decision accuracy is sensitive to the mode of evidence accumulation they use in fluctuating environments. We also show how using different models and different data fitting methods can lead to divergent results, especially in the presence of sensory noise. We argue that similar issues can arise whenever we try to interpret data from decision-making tasks.
2 See Radillo et al. (2017) for an optimal observer that can learn the hazard rate h in a dynamic version of the RDMD task. This approach can be extended to the case of the dynamic clicks tasks as in Radillo (2018). 3 We use the term "accuracy" to refer to the percentage of correct choices for a given model and parameter set. This is our primary measure of a model's performance on the task. In the dynamic clicks task an observer is presented with two Poisson click streams, s L (t ) and s R (t ) (0 < t ≤ T ), and needs to decide which of the two has a higher rate (Brunton et al., 2013) . The rates of the two streams are not constant, but change according to a hidden, continuous-time Markov chain, x (t ), with binary state space {x R , x L }. The frequency of the switches is determined by the hazard rate, h, so that P(x (t + d t )
x (t )) = h · d t + o(d t ). The left and right rates, λ L (t ) and λ R (t ), can each take on one of two values,
and when x (t ) = x R the opposite is true. Therefore x (t ) = x k means that stream k has the higher rate at time t : λ k (t ) = λ high (Fig. 1A) . The observer is prompted to identify the side of the higher rate stream,
x (T ), at a random time T . The interrogation time, T , is sampled ahead of time by the experimenter for each trial and is unknown to the subject. We refer the reader to Piet et al. (2018) and Brunton et al. (2013) for more details about the experimental setup.
This task is closely related to the filtering of a Hidden Markov Model studied in the signal processing literature (Cappé et al., 2005; Rabiner and Juang, 1986) . For a single, 2-state Markov-modulated Poisson process (Fischer and Meier-Hellstern, 1992) , the filtering problem was solved by Rudemo (1972) -see also (Snyder, 1975) for review and extensions.
This filtering problem corresponds to a task in which a single, variable rate click stream is presented to the observer who has to report whether at some time T the rate is high or low. In the present case, the observer is presented with two coupled Markov-modulated Poisson processes. The normative model reduces to that considered by Rudemo (1972) when we consider a single stream version of the task, so our approach can be considered a generalization.
Assuming the Poisson rates {λ high , λ low }, and the hazard rate, h, are known, a normative model for the inference of the hidden state, x (t ), has been derived by Piet et al. (2018) . The resulting model can be expressed as an ordinary differential equation (ODE) describing the evolution of the LLR of the two environmental states:
For completeness, we present the derivation in Appendix A, yielding the same ODE as Piet et al. (2018) :
where κ := log(λ high /λ low ) is the evidence gained from a click, δ(t ) is the Dirac delta function centered at 0, and t R i (resp. t L j ) is the i -th right click (resp. j -th left click). Eq.
(2) has an intuitive interpretation: A click provides evidence that the higher rate stream is on the side at which the click was heard. Thus, a click heard on the right (left) results in a positive (negative) increment in the LLR (Fig. 1B ).
Since the environment is volatile, as evidence recedes into the past it becomes less relevant. In Eq.
(2) each click is followed by a superlinear decay to zero. Note that the discounting term only depends on the current LLR, y t , and the hazard rate, h, and not on the click rates.
Performance on the task may increase with the informativeness of each click, κ = log(λ high /λ low ). However, κ
does not predict the response accuracy (i.e. the fraction of correct trials) of the normative model (Brunton et al., 2013; Piet et al., 2018) . In the next section, we will show that an ideal observer's response accuracy is determined by the click frequencies (λ high , λ low ) and the hazard rate h: A sequence of a few very informative clicks may provide as much 
F I G U R E 1 A: Schematic of the dynamic clicks task from Piet et al. (2018) . B: A single trajectory of the log-likelihood ratio (LLR), y t , during a trial. The click streams and environment state are shown above the trajectory. C: Response accuracy of the ideal observer as a function of interrogation time for two distinct SNR values, S/ √ h, defined in Eq. (6). Two distinct pairs of click rates used in simulations (λ low = 30 and 60 Hz) were chosen to match each SNR at hazard rate h = 1 Hz, resulting in overlaying dashed (λ low = 30Hz) and solid (λ low = 60Hz) lines. For S/ √ h = 2, we take (λ high , λ low ) = (58.17, 30) and (97.67, 60); for S/ √ h = 4, (λ high , λ low ) = (70, 30) and (112.54, 60). Fixing c 1 and c 2 in Eq. (6) yields a match in accuracy for both pairs of click rates. As time evolves during the trial, accuracy saturates. D: Maximal accuracy of the ideal observer is constant along level curves (black lines) of S/ √ h (seen as a function of (λ low , λ high ) with constant h) across a wide range of parameters, consistent with Eq. (6). We only show the (λ low , λ high ) region where 0 < λ low < λ high . The level curves of S, in the λ high − λ low plane are oblique parabolas. D(Inset): Level curves slightly underestimate accuracy for small λ high and λ low (black: maximal accuracy; blue: maximal accuracy for large values of λ high and λ low ). See Appendix F for details on Monte Carlo simulations. evidence as many clicks, each carrying little information. But if the environmental hazard rate is high, even informative clicks quickly lose their relevance.
The LLR, y t , contains all the information an ideal observer has about the present state of the environment, given the observations (Gold and Shadlen, 2002) . If interrogated at time t = T , sign(y T ) = ±1, determines the most likely current state (x R for +1 and x L for −1), and therefore the response of an optimal decision maker. In the following, we will show that two effective parameters govern the response accuracy of the optimal observer.
| THE SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO OF DYNAMIC CLICKS
Four parameters characterize the dynamic clicks task: the hazard rate, h, duration of a trial, i.e. interrogation time, T , the low click rate, λ low , and the high click rate, λ high . However, we next show that only two effective parameters typically govern an ideal observer's performance (Fig. 1C,D) : the product of the interrogation time and the hazard rate, hT , and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the dynamic stimulus. The former corresponds to the mean number of switches in a trial, and the latter combines the click rates λ low and λ high into a a Skellam-type SNR (Eq. (4) below), scaled by the hazard rate h (Eq. (6)).
To motivate our definition, consider first the case of a static environment, h = 0 Hz, for which the normative model is given by Eq. (2) without the nonlinear term. Since κ does not affect the sign of y t , response accuracy depends entirely on the difference in click counts N R (t ) − N L (t ), where N j (t ) are the counting processes associated with each click stream.
Thus we can define the difference in click counts as the signal, and the SNR as the ratio between the signal mean and standard deviation at time T (Skellam, 1946) ,
where
In a dynamic environment, the volatility of the environment, governed by the hazard rate, h, also affects response accuracy. The environment can switch states immediately before the interrogation time, T , decreasing response accuracy. This suggests that accuracy will not only be determined by the click rates, but also by the length of time the environment remains in the same state prior to interrogation. Using this fact and the definition of SNR in a static environment, we determine the statistics for the difference in the number of clicks between the high-and low-rate streams during in the final epoch preceding interrogation (for derivation details see Appendix B). Averaging over the Poisson distributions characterizing the click numbers, and the epoch length distribution yields a nonlinear expression that involves S/ √ h, and the rescaled trial time hT :
The unitless measure of trial duration, hT , characterizes the timescale of the evolution of the LLR, y t . As accuracy should not depend on the units in which we measure time, this is a natural measure of the evidence accumulation period 4 . Note that with hT fixed, F (hT , S/ √ h) depends only on S/ √ h. We therefore predict that optimal observer response accuracy is determined by the following two parameter combinations,
Henceforth, we will refer to S/ √ h as the SNR and hT as rescaled trial time. Note that the term S/ √ h can also be realized as a SNR of Eq. (2) by performing a diffusion approximation, and computing the SNR of the corresponding drift-diffusion signal (See Appendix C). Accuracy is computed as the fraction of trials at which the observer's belief, y t , matches the underlying state, x (t ),
at the interrogation time, T , that is the fraction of trials for which sign(y T ) = x (T ). The accuracy as a function of T and h = 1 remains constant if we change λ high and λ low , but keep S fixed. As the interrogation time T is increased, the accuracy saturates to a value below 1 (Fig. 1C ), consistent with previous modeling studies of decision-making in dynamic environments (Glaze et al., 2015; Veliz-Cuba et al., 2016; Radillo et al., 2017; Piet et al., 2018) . Evidence discounting 4 This is related to dimensional analysis often used when studying physical models (Langhaar, 1980) . limits the magnitude of the LLR, y t . Hence a sequence of low rate clicks can lead to errors, especially for low SNR values.
Moreover, on some trials the state, x (t ), switches close to the interrogation time T . As it may take multiple clicks for y t to change sign after a change point (See Fig. 1B ), this can also lead to an incorrect response.
In Fig. 1D we show that the maximal accuracy (obtained for T sufficiently large) as a function of λ high and λ low (colormap), is approximately constant along SNR level sets (black oblique curves). This correspondence is not exact when λ high and λ low are small ( Fig. 1D inset) , and we conjecture that this is because higher order statistics of the signal determine response accuracy in this parameter range. As discussed in Appendix C, for large λ high and λ low we can use a diffiusion approximation for the dynamics of Eq.
(2). When λ high and λ low are small, the diffusion approximation does not apply, and response accuracy is characterized by features of the signal beyond its mean and variance. Since the SNR only describes the ratio between the mean and standard deviation of the stimulus, it cannot capture the impact of higher order statistics on accuracy at low click rates. Nonetheless, the SNR predicts response accuracy well.
The consequences of these observations are twofold: Two parameter combinations determine optimal performance, potentially simplifying experiment design. To cover different response accuracy regimes, we can initially vary SNR and hT . To increase the accuracy of an ideal observer it is not enough to increase both click rates, for instance. Second, this approach makes testable predictions about the accuracy of an optimal observer: If we change parameters so that SNR and hT are fixed, and a subject's accuracy is affected, this indicates that the subject may not have learned the hazard rate, h or is using a suboptimal discounting model.
| POST CHANGE-POINT DECISIONS DEPEND ON SNR
To understand how an optimal observer adapts to environmental changes, we next ask how their fraction of correct responses depends on the final time, T fin , between the last change point preceding a decision and the decision itself Glaze et al. (2015) introduced the notion of an accuracy crossover effect in the dynamic RDMD task: The normative model predicts that after a change point observers update their belief more slowly, but eventually reach higher accuracy at low compared to high hazard rates. Thus plotting the maximal accuracy against time since the last change point for different hazard rates results in curves that cross. Behavioral data indicates that human observers behave according to this prediction (Glaze et al., 2015 (Glaze et al., , 2018 .
A similar crossover effect also occurs in the dynamic clicks task: Accuracy just after a change point is lower for small hazard rates, h, ( Fig. 2C ) and takes longer to reach 50%, but saturates at a higher level compared to more volatile environments. In slow environments, the optimal observer integrates evidence over a longer timescale (1/h), leading to more reliable estimates of the state, x (t ). But this increased certainty comes at a price, as it requires more time to change the observer's belief after a change point. Similarly, in environments with stronger evidence (larger S, Eq. (4)), accuracy immediately following a change point is lower, since state estimates, and hence the beliefs are more reliable compared to trials with weak evidence (Fig. 2D ). However, stronger evidence also causes a rapid increase in accuracy, which then saturates at a higher level than on trials with weaker evidence (lower S). Therefore, both evidence quality, and environmental volatility determine accuracy after a change point.
We conclude that accuracy after a change point is characterized by SNR (S/ √ h) and the rescaled time since the change point, hT fin . This only holds when trials are sufficiently long, and the belief at trial outset does not affect accuracy.
In addition, increasing SNR lowers accuracy immediately after a change point, and increases the recovery of accuracy to a higher saturation point ( Fig. 2D ). On the other hand decreasing volatility, h, while fixing S ( Fig. 2C ) leads to lower accuracy immediately after a change point, and higher saturation. However, the rate at which accuracy is recovered after a change point decreases with decreasing h.
These are again characteristics of an optimal observer, and deviations from these predictions indicate departures from optimality.
| A LINEAR APPROXIMATION OF THE NORMATIVE MODEL
Following Piet et al. (2018) we next show that an approximation of the normative model given by Eq.
(2) can be tuned to give near optimal accuracy, but the accuracy of the approximation tends to be sensitive to the changes in the discounting 
Optimal linear discounting rate, γ * in Eq. (7), as a function of S/ √ h. A(inset): The accuracy of the linear and nonlinear model are nearly identical over a wide range of SNR values, S/ √ h, when the linear discounting rate is set to γ * (here h = 1 is fixed). B: Response accuracy near the optimal discounting rate for the linear model (dashed), and assumed hazard rates for the nonlinear model (solid) for several SNR values (h = 1). The linear model is more sensitive to relative changes in the discounting rate. The relative error is defined as 100(h − h)/h for the nonlinear model and 100(γ − γ * )/γ * for the linear model. C: Curvature (absolute value of the second derivative) of the accuracy profiles in panel B, evaluated at their peak, as a function of S/ √ h. The curvature, and hence sensitivity, of the nonlinear model is higher for intermediate and large values of S/ √ h. D: Ratio of the accuracy of the linear model to that of the normative model, as SNR is varied. Along each curve, the discounting rateγ of the linear model is held fixed at the value γ * that would maximize accuracy at the reference SNR indicated by the legend.
parameter. This approximate, linear model is given by,
In particular, here the nonlinear sinh term in Eq.
(2) is replaced by a linear term proportional to the accumulated evidence.
When tuned appropriately, Eq. (7) closely approximates the dynamics and accuracy of the optimal model ( Fig. 3A ) (Piet et al., 2018; Veliz-Cuba et al., 2016) . Moreover, it also provides a good fit to the responses of rats on a dynamic clicks task (Piet et al., 2018) . As the normative and linear models exhibit similar dynamics, it appears that they are difficult to distinguish. However, as we show next, the linear model is more sensitive to changes in its discounting parameter, providing a potential way to distinguish between the models.
We assume that T is large enough so that accuracy has saturated (as in Fig. 1C) , and compare the maximal accuracy of the nonlinear and linear model. For the linear discounting rate that maximizes accuracy, γ = γ * , the linear model obtains accuracy nearly equal to the normative model ( Fig. 3A, inset) . The optimal linear discounting rate, γ * , increases with SNR ( Fig. 3A) , whereas the discounting term in the normative, nonlinear model remains constant when the hazard rate, h, is fixed. When SNR is large, evidence discounting in the linear model can be stronger (larger γ * ), since each evidence increment is more reliable and can be given more weight. When SNR is lower, linear evidence discounting is weaker (smaller γ * ) resulting in the averaging of noisy evidence across longer timescales.
What is the impact of using the wrong (suboptimal) evidence discounting rate in the two models? To answer this question we compare the accuracy of two observers, one using the nonlinear model with a wrong hazard rate,h h, and the other using the linear model with a suboptimal discounting rateγ γ * . As shown in Fig. 3B accuracy is more sensitive to relative changes inγ in the linear model, than relative changes in the assumed hazard rate,h, in the nonlinear model.
We quantified the sensitivity of both models to changes in evidence discounting rates by computing the curvature of accuracy functions at the optimal discounting value over a range of SNRs (Fig. 3C ).
Both models are insensitive to changes in their discounting parameter at low SNR (bottom curve of Fig. 3B ). This result is intuitive, as when SNR is small observers perform poorly regardless of their assumptions. On the other hand, when SNR is high observers receive strong evidence from a single click, and the nonlinear model adequately adapts across a broad range of discounting parameter values. The linear model, however, is still sensitive to changes in the discounting parameter, γ. At high SNR, the belief, y t , as descried by either model is driven to larger values. Whereas the nonlinear model can rapidly discount extreme beliefs as it includes a supralinear leak term, the linear model is not as well adapted, and requires fine tuning. Note, however, that at values of SNR higher than the ones used in Fig. 3B , when, for instance, a single click is sufficient for an accurate decisions, both the linear and nonlinear models are insensitive to changes in their discounting parameters. We also note that the insensitivity of the nonlinear model to changes in the discounting rate, h, suggests that this is a more robust model: An observer who does not learn the hazard rate, h, exactly can still perform well. A linear model requires finer parameter tuning to achieve maximal accuracy.
The nonlinear model obtains maximal accuracy as long as the assumed hazard rate matches the true hazard ratẽ h = h. On the other hand, the optimal discounting rate of the linear model is also sensitive to changes in the SNR due to changes in the click rates. To quantify this effect, we computed the ratio between the maximal accuracy of the linear model with discounting rateγ to the maximal accuracy of the nonlinear model withh = h as the SNR was varied, but h was kept fixed (Fig. 3D ). To compute the maximal accuracy we keptγ fixed at γ * , the optimal discounting rate for a reference SNR. The maximal-accuracy ratio for the linear model decreases as SNR changed from this reference SNR, as the optimal discounting parameter of the linear model depends on SNR, and the hazard rate h. Thus, the linear model can achieve maximal accuracy very close to that of the nonlinear model, but this requires fine tuning.
This points to a general difficulty in distinguishing models subjects could use to make inference: Simpler approximations may predict performance that is near identical to that of a normative model. However, this may require precise tuning of the approximations. If the parameters of the task are changed to differ from those on which the subjects have been trained, i.e. on tasks where subjects are lead to assume incorrect parameters, the normative model may behave differently from the approximations. In the case we considered, the models may be distinguishable if an animal is extensively trained on trials with fixed parameters h and S, but subsequently interrogated using occasional trials with different task parameters.
In the next two sections, we how the linear and nonlinear model with added sensory noise differ when fitting the discounting parameters to choice data.
| FITTING DISCOUNTING PARAMETERS IN THE PRESENCE OF SENSORY NOISE
The models we have discussed so far translate sensory evidence into decisions deterministically, and do not account for the nervous system's inherent stochasticity (Faisal et al., 2008) . We next asked whether the inclusion of sensory noise leads to further differences between the two models, particularly when fit to choice data. Brunton et al. (2013) showed that in the static version of the clicks task humans and rats make decisions that are best described by a model in which evidence obtained from each click is variable. In the dynamic version of the task, Piet et al. (2018) showed that departures from optimal accuracy by rats are well explained by a model that includes similar internal variability. Piet et al. (2018) modeled such "sensory" noise either by applying Gaussian perturbations to the evidence pulses, or by attributing, with some mislocalization probability, a click coming from the right or left speaker to the wrong side.
As a minimal model of neural or sensory noise, we too introduced additive Gaussian noise into the evidence pulse of each click, so that the nonlinear model in Eq.
(2) takes the form
where η i , ζ j ∼ N(κ, σ) are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with mean κ and standard deviation σ. Similarly, the linear model from Eq. (7) becomes:
Before fitting these models to choice data, we note that an increase in sensory noise, σ, decreases the value of the discounting parameters that maximize accuracy in both models (Piet et al., 2018) : Noisier observations require integration of information over longer timescales (Fig. 4A,B) . Thus, adaptivity to change points is sacrificed in order to pool over larger sets of observations . This, in turn, leads to larger biases, particularly after change points. A similar trade-off between adaptivity and bias has been observed in models and human subjects performing a related dynamic decision task (Glaze et al., 2018) .
We next fit the discounting parameters in both models using synthetic choice data, treating the other parameters of the models as known. To do so we produced responses using a fixed reference model from both classes, and fit a model In what follows, θ refers to the discounting parameter that was fit to data in any given class, so that θ := γ when m fit = L and θ := h when m fit = NL. Note also that the hazard rate parameter, θ = h, that was fit to data in the case m fit = NL is distinguished both from the hazard rate, h stim , used to generate click stimuli, and the hazard rate, h ref , used to produce the reference choice data of the nonlinear model. During a single fit, we generated stimulus data for N i.i.d. trials,
is the sequence of N R ,k right clicks and N L,k left clicks on trial k , and d k ∈ {0, 1} is the choice datum for this trial. We used Bayesian parameter estimation (See Appendix D.3 for details) to obtain a posterior probability distribution over the discounting parameter, P(θ |D).
To account for the variability in the posteriors that arise due to finite size effects, we performed M = 500 independent fits per model pair (m fit , m ref ), with different dataset sizes: N ∈ {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}. To quantify the goodness of these fits, we used the relative mean posterior squared error, averaged across the M fits,
This quantity provides a relative measure of how close the posterior distribution is to θ true . Here p i (θ) denotes the posterior density, Pr θ D , from fit i . Note, the definition of θ true is nuanced. If the reference and fit models are the same, then θ true is set to the ground truth, i.e. the discounting parameter value used to produce the reference choice arbitrary, our definition is sufficient to illustrate -as we show next -that cross-model fits are feasible and that the m fit = L case is qualitatively different than the m fit = NL case, regardless of the reference model class. However, due to the model mismatch, we expect a bias in the parameter estimate for these situations (i.e. an error that does not converge to 0), unless we define the ground truth self-referentially as the value of the parameter for which the estimate is unbiased.
The maximizer θ * of our Bayesian posterior P(θ |D) defines the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) 5 of our discounting parameter. We plot the distribution of these across the 500 independent fits, for each (m fit , m ref ) pair in Fig. 4C,D . As the number of trials used in the reference dataset increased from 100 to 500, the spread of the estimates diminishes. However, a bias in the estimate appears whenever m fit m ref .
We found that the relative error from Eq. (11) decreases as larger blocks of trials are used to fit the discounting parameter ( Fig. 4E) . We note the following parallels between the sensitivity to parameter perturbation of each model class (explored in Fig. 3B ,C) and the decreasing rate of the relative errors for each model pair. As expected, a model that produces responses that are less sensitive to changes in its discounting parameter requires more trials to be fit to data:
The reduction in relative error is the slowest for the (NL, NL) and (NL, L) pairs. This is consistent with the insensitivity of the nonlinear model to changes in discounting parameter, making it difficult to identify its parameters. On the other hand, the linear model fits -(L, NL) and (L, L) -converge more rapidly, likely because the linear model is sensitive to changes in its discounting parameter (See Fig. 3B,C) .
In anticipation of our next section, we point out that computing the MLE can be treated as a statistical learning problem in which we minimize a negative log-likelihood loss function over the dataset D (See Eq. 7.8 in Friedman et al.
( 2001)):
Here d k and m fit (T k ) are the choices generated by the reference and fit models, respectively, on the k th trial. As before the discounting parameter, θ, and the level of sensory noise, σ, parametrize the fitted model. Fitted model responses m fit (T k ) are non-deterministic only because of sensory noise. The likelihood P(d k = m fit (T k ) |σ, θ) is the probability that the response generated by the fit model on trial k matches the response observed in the data (See Appendix F for details on how this likelihood was computed for each model class), which must be obtained from many realizations of m fit (T k ) subject to click noise of amplitude σ. The MLE, θ * , for m fit is then found by minimizing the expected loss across all trials,
taking the expectation over all N samples in the dataset, but conditioning on the fitted model's discounting parameter, θ and noise amplitude, σ. As the MLE is consistent, we expect the fit parameters will converge to the true parameters (Wald, 1949) (Fig. 4C,D) . Framing Bayesian parameter estimation in this way will help us compare to our approach of fitting by minimizing the 0/1-loss function we introduce next.
5 Which is equal to the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate in our case, as we picked a uniform prior over a wide interval (See Appendix D.3 for details).
| FITTING WITH THE 0/1-LOSS FUNCTION
We next asked how the parameters that define the model whose responses best match the choices of a reference observer compare to those that maximize the likelihood of observing these choices. As we noted minimizing the loglikelihood loss L LL given in Eqs. (12) and (13) gives the parameters most likely to have produced the data, and we expect the corresponding estimates of the discounting parameter to converge to the true value when the fit and reference models match.
To find the parameters that maximize the probability of matching the choices of the model to those observed in a dataset on every trial, we define the 0/1-loss function,
where is the indicator function, (T k , d k ) is a data sample indicating the click stimulus and response on a trial k , and m fit (T k , Z j ) is the response of the fitted model with discounting parameter θ, click stimulus T k , and Z j , j = 1, ..., Q are realizations of sensory noise, i.e. a sequence of i.i.d. Gaussian variables that perturb the evidence obtained from each click. We will marginalize over realizations of the (unobserved) sensory noise, and Q denotes the number of realizations we use in the actual computation. Fitting the discounting parameter θ then involves minimizing the empirical expectation of the loss function L 0/1 over the data samples (T k , d k ) and across realizations, Z j , of sensory noise,
For a binary decision model, this involves finding the parameter θ that minimizes the expected number of mismatches (or probability of a mismatch) between the choices of the model and those observed by the data (minimizing 0/1-loss), or maximizes the expected number of matches (or probability of a match) between the data and fit model (maximizing 0/1-prediction accuracy). In our fits, we used Q = 1, sampling a single realization of click noise perturbations per click stream. As we sampled from a large number of click streams, this was sufficient to average the loss function.
Both loss functions, L LL and L 0/1 , are commonly used to fit models to data (Friedman, 1997; Friedman et al., 2001) .
Minimizing the expectation of L 0/1 is reasonable, as it seems likely that the parameters that define the model that matches the largest number of choices observed in the data should be close to the one the reference observer actually uses (assuming that there is no model mismatch). These parameters will then also best predict future responses. On the other hand minimizing L LL , produces the most likely parameters that produced the observed data.
However, it is well-known that parameters estimated using different cost functions can differ, even when the models used to fit and generate the data agree. To see the difference between using L LL and L 0/1 in Eq. (13) consider a Bernoulli random variable, B with parameter p > 0.5. Given a large sequence of observed outcomes, N → ∞, the parameter that minimizes the expected lossL LL converges to p, as the MLE is consistent and asymptotically efficient (Wald, 1949) . On the other hand, the parameter that minimizes the expected lossL 0/1 is p = 1: The individual outcomes in a series of independent trials are best matched by a model that always guesses the more likely outcome.
We observed a similar bias when we used the L 0/1 loss function to infer the discounting parameters in our evidence accumulation models (Friedman, 1997) : We generated a set of 10 6 click-train realizations, T k , and two sets of responses, d k , from each the linear and nonlinear evidence accumulation models with sensory noise (See Appendix F). Next we used these stimulus realizations as input to an evidence-accumulation model (linear or nonlinear) with a fixed discounting parameter to produce a corresponding set of 10 6 reference observer responses. We generated a second set of model . Colors indicate the variation of the PA as the discounting parameters are varied (for γ 2 ≤ γ, as PA is symmetric about the diagonal). Red curves represent the fit parameter that maximizes percent match, as a function of the reference parameter. For higher noise values, this lies well below the diagonal, γ 1 = γ 2 , which would corresponding to matching the parameters of the reference model and data. The same 10 6 click realizations were used across all panels, but each decision from the two models was computed with independent sensory noise realizations. Other parameters are h stim = 1 Hz, (λ high , λ low ) = (20, 5) Hz, and T = 2 s. responses using the same database of 10 6 click-train realizations, but allowed the discounting parameter θ to vary. We call the fraction of time the reference observer and model responses agree the 0/1-prediction accuracy (PA) of the model, the complement of the expected 0/1-loss over a test set, PA = 1 −L 0/1 . When the model and reference observer agree the PA is 1 in the absence of sensory noise (σ = 0), as the stimulus determines the choice fully. However, PA decreases as sensory noise increases.
Somewhat surprisingly, the parameters that minimize expected 0/1-loss are biased, and this bias increases with sensory noise (Fig. 5) . In particular, the discounting parameter that best predicts the reference observer responses is lower than the one used to generate these responses (Fig. 5B,D) . This is consistent with our observations in Section 6, as integration over longer periods of time decreases response variability (Fig. 4A,B ). This tendency is pronounced when larger values of the discounting parameters are used to produce the training data. Larger discounting leads to shorter integration time, and increased variability in the responses. Furthermore, the nonlinear (NL) model exhibits this bias much more strongly than the linear model (L).
Thus sensory noise is the main reason the expected 0/1-loss is minimized at a discounting parameter that does not match the one used to generate the data. Such internal noise introduces variability in the responses: even the same model will not match its own responses given the same stimulus, and a decrease in output variability can increase the prediction accuracy (PA) of a model. In the present case, such a decrease in response variability is achieved by decreasing the discounting parameter, and increasing integration time.
We expect that similar biases occur whenever a 0/1-loss function is used to fit models to choice data. Sensory noise, lapses in attention, and numerous other sources of noise nearly always introduce some variability in the responses of observers. In such cases, models that are less variable than the observer may best match an observed set of responses, and best predict future responses (Friedman et al., 2001) . However, these parameters are not always most likely to have been used by the observer. Using a 0/1-loss function may thus not always reveal the process that the observer used to generate the responses, even if the model the observer uses is close to the one used to fit the data.
| DISCUSSION
Normative models of decision-making make concrete predictions about the computations and actions of experimental subjects, and can be used to interpret behavioral data (Geisler, 2003) . Such models can also be used to identify task parameter ranges in which observers' responses are most sensitive to their assumptions about the task. In turn, such information can then be used to tease apart candidate model classes the experimental subject might be employing. Here we have focused on properties of a normative, nonlinear model, and its differences with a close, linear approximation.
We found that the linear model is more sensitive to changes in the discounting parameter compared to the nonlinear model, and suggest this is why fitting a linear model to choice data requires fewer trials than fitting a nonlinear model. In dynamic environments, task parameters may have predictable effects on subjects' overall accuracy and accuracy relative to change points. We have shown that there is a range of intermediate to high SNR in which the linear model is sensitive to changes in its discounting parameter, but the nonlinear model is not. This suggests this range could be probed to distinguish the evidence accumulation strategies subjects are using. These strategies may also be fit by other approximate models, like accumulators with no-flux boundaries or sliding-window integrators (Wilson et al., 2013; Glaze et al., 2015; Barendregt et al., 2019) , which can also be sensitive to changes in their discounting parameters.
Psychophysical tasks used to infer subjects' decision-making strategies can require extensive training and data collection (Hawkins et al., 2015b,a) . Normative and approximately normative decision-making models diverge most in their response accuracy when tasks are of intermediate difficulty. As we have shown, task difficulty may be controlled by combinations of task parameters representing fewer dimensions than the total number of parameters. Identifying these parameter combinations may be possible by computing the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of the stimulus produced by a particular parameter set. However, subjects' responses are also susceptible to noise from sensing and processing evidence, so it is important to extend descriptions of SNR to account for such factors (Brunton et al., 2013) .
Normative models of evidence accumulation and decision-making can be complex, and simpler, approximately optimal strategies may perform nearly as well (Wilson et al., 2010; Glaze et al., 2018) . If such approximate strategies are easier to learn and tune, subjects may prefer them. Piet et al. (2018) showed rats' performance on the dynamic clicks task is well fit by a linear discounting model. However, optimal and well-tuned suboptimal strategies may be difficult to distinguish, and this problem is likely to worsen with increasing task complexity and corresponding model dimensionality. We have described possible model-guided task design approaches that may help tease apart similarly performing models.
The addition of noise in our evidence accumulation models provides an extra parameter that can account for suboptimal performance. What is the best way to distinguishing whether internal noise or suboptimal evidence accumulation strategies best account for underperformance? One way to do this, as suggested by our model analysis, is to collect sufficient data over trials in which a task parameter was changed unbeknownst to the observer. For purposes of model fitting to experimental data, we expect that trial-to-trial variability can be more faithfully tracked in the dynamic clicks task than in dynamic decision tasks based on the RDMD task. This is due to the relative simplicity of the clicks as evidence sources: They are either on the right or left, although click side and evidence strength can be misattributed (Piet et al., 2018) . In contrast, dot motion can be estimated in many ways, making it difficult to interpret which aspects of the stimulus an animal observed, and used as evidence. Spatiotemporal sampling methods may be too spatially coarse and may require fitting filters to each subject, which could change trial-to-trial (Adelson and Bergen, 1985; Park et al., 2016) . Transforming click times to delta pulses using Eq. (2) is more straightforward. Thus, the dynamic click task paradigm is a promising avenue for probing evidence accumulation to complement dynamic tasks which are extensions of classic RDMD (Glaze et al., 2015) .
The use of discrete evidence tasks does come with caveats. The neural computations underlying visual motion discrimination in non-human primates are well studied (Born and Bradley, 2005) , and have a significant history of being linked to decision tasks (Gold and Shadlen, 2007) . As a result, there is an extensive literature connecting neural systems for processing visual motion and those involved in decision deliberation (Shadlen and Newsome, 1996; Roitman and Shadlen, 2002) . However, only recently have the neural underpinnings of the decisions of rats performing auditory discrimination tasks been examined (Brody and Hanks, 2016) . Furthermore, mathematical issues may arise in precisely characterizing discounting between clicks, when evidence arrives discretely. Many different functions could lead to the same amount of evidence discounting between clicks, leading to ambiguity in the model selection process.
Parameter identification for evidence accumulation models can be sensitive to the method chosen to fit model responses to choice data (Ratcliff and Tuerlinckx, 2002) . Glaze et al. (2015) used the approach of minimizing the cross-entropy error function, which measures the dissimilarity between binary choices in the model and the data. Piet et al. (2018) used a maximum likelihood approach to identify model parameters that most closely matched choice data. This is related to the Bayesian estimation approach we used to fit parameters of the nonlinear and linear models. We obtained similar results by minimizing the expected 0/1-loss, which biases towards less variable models, especially for models with strong sensory noise (Fig. 5) . A more careful approach to fitting model parameters should also consider penalizing more complex models, which would also allow us to distinguish between the nonlinear and linear model. Glaze et al. (2018) recently studied the strategies humans use when making binary decisions in dynamic environments whose hazard rates changed across trial blocks. In this case the ideal observer must infer both the state, and the rate at which the environment is changing (Radillo et al., 2017) . Interestingly, Glaze et al. (2018) found that the model that best accounted for response data was not the full Bayes optimal model, but rather a sampling model in which a bank of possible hazard rates replaces the full hazard rate distribution. Such sampling strategies can more easily be implemented in spiking networks (Buesing et al., 2011) , and may also arise when considering an information bottleneck, which forces a balance between information required from the past and model predictivity (Bialek et al., 2001) . As in Occam's razor, the brain may favor simpler models, especially when they perform similarly to more complex models (Balasubramanian, 1997) .
Analyses of normative models for decision-making are important both for designing experiments that reveal subjects' decision strategies and for developing heuristic models that may perform near-optimally (Veliz-Cuba et al., 2016; Piet et al., 2018; Glaze et al., 2018) . Our findings suggest subjects should be tested mainly at intermediate levels of SNR to provide informative response data. We found that such a level of SNR is between 1 and 2 for an optimal observer, and between 3 and 4 for an observer that uses linear discounting. Tasks that are too easy or hard allow subjects to obtain similar performance with a wide variety of strategies. Interestingly, we also found that the models that best predict observer responses, are not necessarily those closest to the ones that the observer is using. Moreover, modifications of normative models can also suggest more revealing experiments, like those that include feedback or signaled change points. Ultimately, data from decision-making tasks that require subjects to accumulate evidence adaptively will provide a better picture of how organisms integrate stimuli to make choices in the natural world.
A | NORMATIVE EVIDENCE ACCUMULATION FOR DYNAMIC CLICKS
In dynamic environments, the state x t ∈ x R , x L evolves according to a continuous-time Markov chain with symmetric transition rates given by the hazard rate, h. We construct a sampled-time approximation x ∆t t t ∈[0,T ] of the continuoustime Markov process x t , parameterized by ∆t , which is valid for ∆t small enough (Gardiner, 2009 ). More precisely, we define a discrete-time Markov chain x n ∈ {x R , x L } by the transition probabilities: P(x n x n−1 |x n−1 ) = h · ∆t and P(x n = x n−1 |x n−1 ) = 1 − h · ∆t , for all n ∈ and initial condition x 0 . Note that these probabilities are a truncation to first order in ∆t of the transition probabilities that one would otherwise obtain for the embedded discrete-time Markov chain {x n∆t } n∈ . Then, we setx
for all n ∈ and all n∆t ≤ t < (n + 1)∆t . In the following, our discrete-time evidence accumulation equations are embedded in continuous-time via the correspondence given by Eq. (14). As ∆t → 0 the resulting equations apply to the original state process x t in virtue of the sampled-time approximation just described.
Just as in Eq. (1), the log-posterior odds ratio in discrete-time is:
Hence, equations (A.3) and (B.1) from the appendix of Veliz-Cuba et al. (2016) hold in our context:
In addition, we use the approximation log(1 + z ) ≈ z for small |z |, since 0 < ∆t 1, so that:
− 2h∆t sinh(y n−1 ).
Taking the limit ∆t → 0 yields the ODE:
or the equivalent rescaled version
which both appear in Piet et al. (2018) .
B | DERIVATION OF DYNAMIC CLICKS SNR
Our derivation considers the signal in the dynamic clicks task to be the difference in the number of clicks during the final epoch prior to interrogation at time t = T . The distribution of final epoch times of the telegraph process x (t ) is given by
The first term is the distribution of waiting times between switches. We truncate the period at the interrogation time, T , and the second term accounts for the probability that no switches occur during the entire trial, and the final, and only, epoch is of length T . For a final epoch of a given length τ, we can describe both the conditional expectation and variance of the difference in click counts ∆N again using the results of Skellam (1946) :
Therefore to obtain the unconditional expectation and variance for ∆N , we must marginalize using the laws of total expectation and variance with respect to the distribution of epoch times τ given in Eq. (15). This yields
for the total expectation. Notice that asT → ∞, the expected number of clicks is limited from above by lim
The total variance is given by the formula
Plugging Eq. (16) and (17) 
, which can be written in the more convenient form
where we have highlighted the fact that the SNR is a function of the rescaled trial time hT and the Skellam SNR rate S scaled by the root of the timescale 1/h. Indeed, in the limit as h → 0, we find that SNR T h → SNR T 0 = S · √ T consistent with Eq. (3). We also find that in the limit of infinitely long trials T → ∞, Eq. (18) tends to lim T →∞
, so the SNR is solely determined by S/ √ h.
Note also that to keep Eq. (18) constant it is sufficient to keep its constituent arguments constant. This is convenient, since we already must keep hT constant to fix the statistics of information accumulated prior to the final epoch, so we predict that performance is fixed by the following two parameters
as reported in Eq. (6).
C | DIFFUSION APPROXIMATION
Here we demonstrate the diffusion approximation of the normative model for the dynamic clicks task, Eq. (2) in the limit of large Poisson rates λ high and λ low . Diffusion approximations for jump processes have been addressed by Lánskỳ (1997) , and Richardson and Swarbrick (2010) who studied the impact of shot noise and pulsatile synaptic inputs on integrate-and-fire models. Following this work, we note that the difference of the click streams in Eq.
(2) can be approximated by a drift-diffusion process with matched mean, ±κ(λ hi − λ low ), and variance, κ 2 (λ hi + λ low ). This results in the following stochastic differential equation (SDE) for the approximationỹ t :
where g (t ) = sign [λ R (t ) − λ L (t )] and dW t is the increment of a Weiner process. Note the resulting nonlinear driftdiffusion model is similar to the normative models presented in (Glaze et al., 2015; Veliz-Cuba et al., 2016) . The SNR of the signal in Eq. (19) can be associated with the mean divided by the standard deviation in an average-length epoch.
Fixing this SNR leads to the relations in Eq. (6). Importantly, the signal in Eq. (19) is characterized entirely by its mean and variance, so we expect that the performance of the model can be directly associated with the SNR. Note, however, that Eq. (19) will only be valid for λ high , λ low 1. Otherwise, one must consider the effects of higher order moments of the click streams, and a prediction of performance purely based on the SNR will break down ( Fig. 1D, Inset) , since higher order statistics likely shape response accuracy in these cases.
D | MODEL IDENTIFICATION
We fit parameters of the linear and nonlinear models in two stages. First, we generated synthetic response data from a model (linear or nonlinear) by solving the corresponding ODE or SDE. We then solved a second set of models (linear or nonlinear) for a range of discounting parameters (γ for the linear model; h for the nonlinear model), and constructed a posterior distribution over the discounting parameter. For noisy models, we expect the posterior to be a smooth function that is peaked around the most likely values of discounting parameter for that trial. We now describe the details of these parameter fitting procedures for each of the cases: linear vs. nonlinear models.
D.1 | Linear model with stochastic response
We incorporate noise into the linear Eq. (7) by considering multiplicative noise on the click increments, as described by Eq. (9). For a fixed realization of the click train, we can solve this equation explicitly for y t at the end of trial k :
where η i , ζ j ∼ N(κ, σ) , revealing y T k is simply the sum of i.i.d. normal random variables scaled by exponential decay.
Conditioning on the clicks T k , then y T k is normally distributed y T k | T k , γ with expectation and variance
sor k (γ) ∈ ±1 is a Bernoulli random variable. The likelihood function will be a smooth function of γ, and determined as an integral over the half-line corresponding to the ±1 decision:
where Φ(z ) is the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal random variable. We can thus compute the posterior over the discounting parameter γ as a rescaled product of the likelihoods on each trial.
D.2 | Nonlinear model with stochastic response
When click heights are noise-perturbed, we cannot explicitly solve the extended nonlinear model. However, we can make progress by applying the idea of mapping between clicks. If we draw trains of clicks, T k , ahead of time, Eq. (8) defines the nonlinear model with multiplicative noise. We can iteratively define the probability density p(y , t ) by sampling over the click amplitude noise distribution at each click according to
where click noise is drawn from the normal distribution N(κ, σ), t n is the time of the n-th click, κ n = ±κ according to the side of the n-th click, and we have used the convolution theorem for independent random variables. For any trains of clicks, T k , Eq. (21) can be solved iteratively to obtain the distribution p(y , T ). The likelihood will thus be a smooth function of h, determined by the integral over the half-line corresponding to the decision (±1):
D.3 | Bayesian fitting procedure
Our goal is to compute or estimate the posterior distribution Pr θ D , which by Bayes' rule is proportional to the product of the likelihood of the data with the prior over the parameter 6 :
Our method focuses on exploiting the likelihood function P(D|θ). We have, P(D |θ) = P(T 1:N , d 1:N |θ) = P(d 1:N | T 1:N , θ)P(T 1:N |θ) = P(d 1:N | T 1:N , θ)P(T 1:N ),
where the last step comes from the fact that the clicks trains are independent of the discounting parameter θ used by the decision-making model 7 . From there, we remark that the choice data are conditionally independent on the clicks stimulus and the discounting parameter. Thus,
Therefore we can rewrite Eq. (23) as:
We use uniform priors for θ, over a finite interval [0, a]. In this context, the problem of computing the posterior distribution of θ reduces to assessing the likelihoods of the decision data on each trial, P(d k | T k , θ) (1 ≤ k ≤ N ), for a range of θ-values spanning the interval [0, a]. In practice, we picked a = 40 when fitting the linear model and a = 10 when fitting the nonlinear model. Finally, note that for numerical stability reasons, our algorithms actually sum log-likelihood values, as opposed to multiplying probability values. Relegating the θ-independent prior into a normalization constant C , Eq. (24) becomes, in the log-domain:
E | MINIMIZING 0/1-LOSS IN A BERNOULLI RANDOM VARIABLE
Consider a simple stochastic binary decision-making model in which we ignore the specifics of evidence sources, as in Pesaran and Timmermann (1992) . We that in this case the 0/1-loss function also leads to biased estimates. This result has been pointed out in previous work in which parameter fitting results have been compared between Bernoulli random variables fit with the 0/1-loss function as opposed to maximum likelihood estimators (Friedman, 1997; Friedman et al., 2001) .
Consider a Bernoulli random variable B 1 with success probability p 1 generating the reference choices, and the fit Bernoulli model B 2 with success probability p 2 . Minimizing the log-likelihood loss function recovers p * 2 = p 1 in the 6 Since all the other task and model parameters are assumed known and fixed, we may omit them from the equations. 7 We remind the reader that we operate a distinction between the discounting parameter of the decision maker and the hazard rate used to produce the data. limit of a large number of trials N → ∞: In this limit, given p 2 , we have that the expected loss measured by the negative log-likelihood isL LL (d |p 2 ) = − [p 1 log p 2 + (1 − p 1 ) log(1 − p 2 )] ,
which is minimized 8 at p * 2 = p 1 , the mean of B 1 . Thus, the parameter from the reference model is recovered, as the Bernoulli random variable satisfies the requirements for the MLE to be consistent (Wald, 1949) .
On the other hand, if we fit the parameter p 2 by minimizing the expected 0/1-loss function, in the limit of N → ∞ trials, the expected loss isL 0/1 (d |p 2 ) = 1 − P(B 1 = B 2 ) = p 1 − p 2 (2p 1 − 1), which decreases in p 2 for p 1 > 0.5, so the minimal expected loss when p 1 > 0.5 is achieved with p 2 = 1 (for p 1 < 0.5 it is minimized at p 2 = 0).
Of course, the synthetic data and the fit evidence accumulation models we consider are generated from the same click streams on each trial, so a realistic comparison should account for such noise correlations in simplified Bernoulli random variable models, as analyzed in Dai et al. (2013) . This analysis is more involved, and we save such a study for future work. Fig. 1C was generated using 10 5 simulations of Eq. 2 from t = 0 to t = 1s with the parameters shown in the figure.
F | DETAILS ON MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS FOR FIGURES
The time for saturation was chosen to be 0.4s. For each time between 0 and 0.4s the accuracy was computed as the percentage of the 10 5 simulations for which the choices were correct. Fig 1D was The reference change point was chosen to be the last change point in the simulation. For each time between the last change point and one unit of time later, the accuracy is the fraction of the correct responses, simulations for which sign(y T ) = x (T ), the sign of the LLR matched the sign of the telegraph process. Since intervals between change points are exponentially distributed, there are many more data points for short times than for long times after change points.
Since some simulations did not last a full unit of time after the last change point, the number of simulations is less than or equal to 10 5 (decreasing as time increases). Simulations that had no change point were omitted when computing the accuracy. Fig. 3A was generated as follows. For each value of S/ √ h, 10 6 simulations of Eq. 7 from t = 0 to t = 1s were generated over a range of γ values. For each value of γ the accuracy was computed at t = 1s and γ * was selected as the value that maximized accuracy. This resulted in a specific value of γ * for each S/ √ h. Fig. 3B was generated using 10 6 simulations of Eq. 2 (usingh instead of h) and Eq. 7 (usingγ instead of γ) from t = 0 to t = 1s for a range of values ofh andγ. For each value ofh andγ, the maximal accuracy was estimated as the value of the accuracy at t = 1s. Fig. 3C was generated by estimating the second derivative of the curves shown in Fig. 3B for each value of S/ √ h. Fig. 3D was generated as follows using Eq. 2 and Eq. 7. For each of the four curves,γ was fixed to the value of γ * corresponding to 8 Note Eq. (26) is the cross-entropy between B 1 and B 2 .
the reference values S/ √ h = i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (see Fig. 3A ). For each curve, this value ofγ was not changed when new S/ √ h values were used. Then, for each curve, the maximal accuracy for the linear and nonlinear models were computed using 10 6 simulations for a range of new S/ √ h values. The quotient of the maximal accuracy of the linear model and the maximal accuracy of the nonlinear model is shown in the figure. Fig. 4C -D presents the results of five hundred independent fitting procedures, performed on two different dataset sizes. The parameters for the reference dataset of trials are: h stim = 1 Hz, (λ high , λ low ) = (20, 5) Hz, and T = 2 s. For each fitting procedure, the trials (either 100 or 500) were sampled uniformly without replacement from a bank of 10,000 trials. The fitting algorithm is an implementation of the Bayesian approach leading to equation (25) above. When fitting the linear model, the analytical solution from appendix D.1 was used to compute the likelihood of a single trial (P(d k | T, θ) term in Eq. (25)). When fitting the nonlinear model, Monte Carlo sampling was used instead.
All panels in Fig. 5 were produced with a common dataset of 10 6 trials, generated by presenting the same sets of click streams to the evidence accumulation models. All trials had same task parameters: trial duration T = 2s; hazard rate h = 1 Hz; λ high = 20 Hz and λ low = 5 Hz so S/ √ h = 3; and the initial state of the environment was randomly assigned with a uniform prior. For each panel of Fig. 5 , we selected a pair (m fit , m ref ) ∈ {(L, L), (NL, NL)} along with a sensory noise amplitude (σ ∈ {0.1, 2} for η i , ζ i ∼ N(κ, σ)) to be applied to the evidence pulses from the clicks. For each possible pair of discounting parameters ((γ 1 , γ 2 ) for linear models, (h 1 , h 2 ) for nonlinear models), we computed the 10 6 decisions (Left or Right) and determined whether the models agreed or not. For each decision comparison between reference model and fit model, the same click streams were used, but independent noise realizations of click perturbations were applied. The number of agreements was divided by the total number of decision comparisons to produce the color of a single point in the plot.
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